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Welcome to the Autumn & Winter 2014 

newsletter of the Wiltshire Mammal Group. 

We hope you enjoy this newsletter, and 

indeed, the recent events that the group has 

provided. A huge thanks you to all, whether 

you have helped organise the events or 

supported the group by attending them! 

Thank you to the contributors of this 

newsletter; we always welcome contributions 

from mammologists throughout Wiltshire!  

Notes from the Chair 

Summer ended somewhat abruptly and it 

suddenly feels quite wintry. However, it’s 

great to see that recording activity on Living 

Record appears to be continuing unabated. 

A seemingly good breeding season for a 

number of mammal species is resulting in 

plenty of juveniles to record, with plenty of 

Roe Deer, Grey Squirrel, Fox and Badger 

being noted.  

It is a good year for Mustelids judging by the 

numbers of records. Interesting to note a 

number of records of Stoat and Weasel but 

impossible to say if this is more or less than 

usual or expected. A small number of 

Polecat records through the summer have 

bene shared with Vincent Wildlife Trust and 

their national Polecat survey 

(http://www.vwt.org.uk/our-

work/projects/national-polecat-survey.). A 

flurry of Otter records, including numerous 

sightings, from a range of catchments across 

the county are also of note, including the 

Thames (Cotswold Water Park), the Bristol 

Avon (various locations) and the Salisbury 

Avon (various locations).  

Deer populations are in a state of flux in 

Wiltshire at present. Sika Deer are being 

noted moving into Wiltshire from Dorset, 

whilst the escaped Red Deer in the 

Savernake Area will be rutting at the 

moment. Worth looking out for!  

The high abundance of autumn fruits and 

nuts, combined with favourable weather 

conditions, seems be benefitting a number 

of small mammal species. In the Cotswold 

Water Park many of our bat boxes supported 

breeding Yellow-necked Mice, more so than 

usual. Dormice appear to have had / be 

having a successful breeding season too; 

Sue Walker noting great success at 

Blackmoor Copse this year. 

 

Weasel © Mike Trew 

Some reminders: 

Please look out for Polecats and Polecat-

ferrets, whether dead on the roads, or alive. 

Please submit the record either to Wiltshire 

Mammal Group (in one of the usual ways), or 

send it direct to Lizzie Croose at Vincent 

Wildlife Trust, recording the Grid reference 

and name of the nearest settlement and the 

date. If possible, provide some photographs 

(but only if you can access carcasses on 

roadsides safely), ideally one of the full body, 

including the paws, and a close-up photo of 

the face. If it is not possible to take a photo, 



please record the coat colour of the animal 

(e.g. polecat-like, sandy, silver or albino). 

Further information can be found on the 

Vincent Wildlife Trust website 

(www.vwt.org.uk). Please email this 

information to enquiries@vwt.org.uk or 

phone 01531 636441 if you need any 

guidance.  

Please also keep an eye out for squished 

Hedgehogs for Ben Williams’ PhD study (see 

later article). It’s worth remembering that 

mammals noted dead on the roadside 

comprise good biological records; please 

record what you see on the roadsides whilst 

travelling. 

We continue to receive a steady flow of 

records via various routes, whether Living 

Record, irecord, the MammalTracker app 

etc.; the volume of records generated by 

recorders across Wiltshire (and adjacent 

counties!) in the past year or so is really 

impressive. But we still need more records for 

the Atlas Project, in particular for the south of 

the county. Recording effort in South Wiltshire 

at the moment is less than a third that of 

North Wiltshire (even allowing for data yet to 

be submitted).  

Please keep recording and noting any and 

all mammals, using Living Record, irecord or 

perhaps the smartphone MammalTracker 

app (but don’t submit to all three!). If you’d 

like advice and help with submitting records 

in other ways or would like the template 

excel spreadsheets, please let us know. 

 

Water vole © Nick Tomalin 

As mentioned in the previous newsletter, 

there are blank squares across much of 

South Wiltshire at present, in particular in the 

Cranbourne Chase AONB area, but also in 

North Wiltshire in the Malmsbury area and 

the Marlborough Downs.  

A number of species are particularly under-

recorded (particularly considering their 

relative abundance) including Brown Hare 

and most rodents and shrews. Water voles 

are poorly recorded, so if you know you 

have water voles nearby, please go and 

check they are still there and submit some 

records.  

 

Bank Vole © Tim Tapley 

Updates 

It’s been a great year for dormouse survey in 

Wiltshire, with NDMP monitoring continuing at 

a number of sites, and new survey sites being 

established and monitored as well. A check 

of the tubes deployed to Nockatt’s Coppice 

and Heytesbury Wood (both Warminster) 

was completed in the spring and a final 

check will be done in November.  

Thanks to some funding from Forestry 

Commission, supported by PTES, additional 

boxes have been purchased and deployed 

to West Wood, Webbs Wood and the 

Savernake. 

Funding from the Wiltshire & Swindon Local 

Nature Partnership (Link2Nature) also 

supported the purchase of Hedgehog 

Survey tunnels for the Wiltshire Hedgehog 

Project. Thanks to the volunteers to borrowed 

these tunnels to deliver surveys in their 

gardens. 



During the group meeting in April, and then 

since, there has been some discussion about 

doing some “square-bashing” surveys of 

parts of Wiltshire currently lacking in records 

and survey effort. Such surveys are aimed at 

targeting survey effort to areas that need it. 

Lis Weidt and I arranged a location and day 

for the first of these events and then it 

poured with rain all day! We’ve postponed 

this event and hope to re-arrange it for a 

day in November. 

If we are to become a more vibrant group, 

with more events and training sessions, then 

we need more helpers to help organise 

them. If anyone is interested in this, please 

do get in touch. 

[Gareth Harris, Chair, WMG]  

 

Wiltshire Hedgehog Project 

Autumn Update 

In the spring of 2014 the Wiltshire LNP funded 

the purchase of materials, from which 50 

hedgehog footprint tunnels were built by 

Wiltshire Mammal Group volunteers. Thanks 

to a little promotion from Wiltshire Council via 

the Parish Newsletter and though our own 

Wiltshire Mammal Group contacts, 

volunteers from East Knoyle to Wanborough 

and from Bradford on Avon to Whiteparish 

contacted us to find out more.  As a result 

we now have the start of what we hope will 

be many new hedgehog records, for both 

presence and absence, which will add to 

the existing Wiltshire hedgehog distribution 

map. Once we know where our hedgehog 

hotspots are, they can be targeted for 

habitat improvements which can be really 

simple actions, such as making small holes of 

15cm² in solid fencing to allow hedgehogs to 

move between gardens to forage for food.  

 

Taking part in the survey is easy and fun, the 

tunnels can be placed individually in 

gardens or in a grid or transect of 1km² in the 

wider countryside. The hedgehogs are 

drawn to the tunnels by some hedgehog 

friendly bait and leave a harmless inky trail of 

foot prints behind to record their visit.  

 
Hedgehog tunnel in situ along a hedgerow but other 

boundary features can be used 

 

Now that autumn is here hedgehog will be 

starting to hibernate so the project will 

relaunch next springtime – to take part get in 

touch with Catherine Hosie on 

cvf.hosie@gmail.com 

 

Hedgehog Footprints © Ben Williams 

 

 



Rural hedgehog footprint 

tunnel pilot study 

completed 

One of Wiltshire Mammal Groups members, 

Ben Williams, has been involved with the 

development and validation of using 

footprint tunnels to monitor hedgehogs 

(Erinaceus europaeus) throughout the UK in 

rural environments.  The findings have 

recently been published in Mammal Review 

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/

mam.12026/abstract).   

Until now it has been difficult to assess with 

confidence if hedgehogs are truly absent 

from an area or just missed in the survey.  This 

new technique allows almost complete 

confidence in the findings of the survey.  Ben 

Williams, from the University of Reading, said 

'the technique is robust and simple making it 

ideal for volunteer use.'   

One of the findings of the paper suggests 

that hedgehogs are absent from large areas 

of the countryside.  Dr Richard Yarnell, from 

Nottingham Trent University, said occupancy 

levels were 'lower than anticipated' and 

went on to say that 'historically we thought 

that hedgehogs were pretty well distributed 

across the country.' Ben says 'one of the 

worrying things about this is that sites were 

chosen that appeared to be good 

hedgehog habitat indicating there is likely to 

be lower occupancy across the countryside 

as a whole.'  This is one of the aims of the 

National Hedgehog Survey 

(http://ptes.org/get-

involved/surveys/countryside-2/national-

hedgehog-survey/). 

More information can be found at: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/29208304 

If you would like a copy of the paper or to 

know more please contact Ben directly at: 

b.williams@pgr.reading.ac.uk 

 

 

National Hedgehog Survey 

The first survey season for the National 

hedgehog Survey has finished!  It was a slow 

start this year with about 60 sites surveyed in 

total; but well done Wiltshire - you surveyed 

10% of those!  Six sites were surveyed in 

Wiltshire, however, no hedgehogs were 

found.  This is a worrying sign and we need to 

try and work out why our hedgehog 

population isn't doing well.  You can help by 

getting involved with the Wiltshire Hedge 

Project! 

Detection rates have been better than in the 

pilot study, which would give the national 

study greater power for detecting changes.  

Occupancy levels, however, have been 

lower with less than 25% of sites occupied! 

This is a worrying sign that hedgehogs aren't 

doing nearly as well as previously thought... 

and that wasn't particularly good! 

Next year will need a big push to get the 

required data (400 sites) to robustly establish 

what factors influence hedgehog 

occupancy in rural sites.  If you would like to 

get involved please email Emily Thomas: 

hedgehogsurvey@ptes.org 

[Ben Williams, PhD Researcher, Reading 

University].  

 

Road fragmentation 

Roads can be a cause of mortality and / or 

major barrier to movement for many animals, 

hedgehogs are no exception.  What we 

don't know is do these barriers inhibit 

movement to such an extent that genetic 

drift occurs?  If even one hedgehog can 

cross these roads a year then that might be 

enough to keep the gene pool active.  For 

the last two year Ben Williams has been 

looking into this collecting DNA from dead 

hedgehogs and, and the mammologists 

favourite... poo samples!  Unfortunately not 

enough samples have been obtained so the 

study has been continued for another year, 

meaning no answers yet.  So, the good 



news, you can still help!  If you see any road 

kill or have any that visit your garden please 

email Ben at  b.williams@pgr.reading.ac.uk 

[Ben Williams, PhD Researcher, Reading 

University].  

 

Otters at Lydiard Park, 

Swindon 

For the first time in at least 20 years otters 

have been recorded at Lydiard Park.  Otters 

are a good indicator species - indicating 

good quality aquatic watercourses.  It is most 

likely that they have come from Peatmoor 

Lagoon, where it is known a breeding 

population exist.  Otter populations have 

suffered declines historically but are now 

experiencing a comeback.  To find out more 

about these elusive and charismatic 

creatures why not come along to 'Otters - 

food for thought' by Dr Gareth Parry on 

Thursday 20th November 7.00pm at Lackham 

College, Chippenham. 

[Ben Williams, PhD Researcher, Reading 

University].  

 

Devon Mammal Group 

Symposium 

Devon mammal group has a symposium this 

year entitled “60 Years of Celebrating 

Mammals” to coincide with the Mammal 

Societies 60th anniversary.  It will take place 

on Saturday 8th November.  This is a great 

opportunity to mix with mammal enthusiasts 

and experts from around the country.  One 

of the talks will even be given by Wiltshire's 

own, Ben Williams.  Tickets for the day event 

are £20 (DMG members and Mammal 

Society members) or £22 (non-members).  To 

find out more please visit: 

www.devonmammalgroup.org/events.  

[Ben Williams, PhD Researcher, Reading 

University].  

   

Wiltshire Mammal Group 

Owl Pellet Analyses 2013 

The collection and analyses of owl (and 

other raptor) pellets for their prey items is 

widely known to be an excellent way to 

generate data regarding the distribution of 

mammals as well as their relative 

abundance in the environment.  

Wiltshire is extremely fortunate to be home to 

Imber Conservation Group’s Owl & Raptor 

Project, coordinated by Major (Retd) Nigel 

Lewis and his team of raptor workers. 

Between this project, and others in the 

county, there is a ready source of pellets for 

analyses, with project leaders able to collect 

pellets from nesting sites, of Barn Owl in 

particular. Collection of pellets by Schedule 

1 licenced raptor workers ensures that 

disturbance at nesting sites is minimised.  

Michael Groves (Imber Conservation Group) 

and Paul Darby (Wiltshire Wildlife Trust’s 

Braydon Forest Project) are warmly thanked 

for contributing vast numbers of pellets for 

analyses. Furthermore, the many WMG 

members who undertook analyses are also 

thanked! The pellets collected were also 

used for the Owl Pellet Analysis training event 

session held in January 2014, hosted by 

Lackham College, Chippenham. 

In total 26 samples (pellets collected from 

nesting sites on a given date) have been 

analysed yielding over 1200 identifiable small 

mammal remains.   

The graphs below give us possible clues to 

the community structure of small mammal 

populations in the study area, but as a 

considerable note of caution these results 

are just as likely to show owl food 

preferences or indicate accessibility as much 

as real occurrence (e.g. Moles may be 

common, but generally inaccessible and 

field voles habitat preference correlate more 

closely to that of the barn owl).  At present 

conclusions are far from certain, but may still 

be interesting and instructive. 

 



Chart showing average percentage remains per pellet.  

These may indicate commonality of species in the 

community or popularity/availability as a food item 

However if we assume [Barn] owls target 

food items at a rate that they occur in the 

wild we can then assume that field voles are 

most common in this regional community, 

occurring in 100% of pellets, contributing to 

an average of 47% of remains per pellet and 

accounting for 43% of the mammals found.   

Common shrew comes in a 

popular/common second occurring in 96% 

of pellets and equating to nearly 38% of 

small mammals and thirdly Wood mice 

occurred in 88% of pellets and made an 

average of 11% of diets 

Pygmy shrew and Harvest mouse, species 

which are notoriously under-recorded 

demonstrate a high relative abundance in 

pellet samples where they occurred, i.e. 46% 

and 23% respectively.  This might suggest 

that whilst distribution is scattered 

populations where they occur are relatively 

strong. 

In the same vein though we might conclude 

rats are less common which one may 

intuitively disagree, but it is suspected that 

these are largely out of the range of Barn 

owl diet perhaps for two reasons, their size 

(all remains of rats were from juveniles) and 

habitat preference (i.e. frequently more 

densely 

populated near 

human habitation 

where Barn owls 

may be less 

frequent). 

At such an early 

stage in the 

project we are 

yet to have 

sufficient data to 

draw many 

conclusions. 

These data, 

however, already 

comprise some 

excellent 

biological records that add considerably to 

our knowledge of the known range of a 

number of mammal species in Wiltshire (in 

particular Pygmy Shrew and Harvest Mouse), 

thereby contributing to both the Wiltshire 

and National Mammal Atlas Project. This is 

demonstrated in the following series of maps, 

highlighting the distribution of mammal 

species based upon owl pellet analyses.  

Further analyses of pellets in coming years 

will continue to increase our understanding 

of small mammal distribution in Wiltshire, 

whilst longer-term monitoring will enable 

comparisons at the same sites to assess 

trends in mammal populations between 

years. We therefore welcome more samples 

from across Wiltshire and from a wider range 

of raptor species. 

If you are analysing your own finds already, 

we’d love to receive your data to feed into 

this project.  If you fancy learning more 

about identifying diet remains in raptor 

pellets do join us on the next Pellet Analysis 

training event schedule for the New Year. 

[Paul Wexler, Owl Pellet Project for Wiltshire 

Mammal Group & Mammal Society] 

 

 

Mean % of remains per pellet

Field Vole Bank Vole Water Vole Wood mouse

House Mouse Harvest mouse Brown rat Common Shrew

Pygmy Shrew Mole Bat



Field Vole distribution and relative abundance in areas 

of South Wiltshire sampled through owl pellets                 

 
Pygmy Shrew distribution and relative abundance in 

areas of South Wiltshire sampled through owl pellets 

 

Dormouse Box Monitoring 

Monthly visits are undertaken at a number of 

Dormouse box monitoring schemes, typically 

contributing to the PTES’ National Dormouse 

Monitoring Project (NDMP). A number of 

these schemes in Wiltshire are 

coordinated by and involve a number 

of WMG members. They can offer 

opportunities for training towards 

Natural England Dormouse survey 

licences. There are opportunities to join 

a number of projects during monthly 

checks, albeit when places are 

booked in advance (to ensure each 

session isn’t oversubscribed). Members 

interested in formal training towards 

licences should get in touch and we’ll 

try to help where we can, although 

please remember that we’re all 

volunteers too and there’s a limit to 

what we can offer! 

There are a few checks remaining this 

year; coordinators may welcome help 

to clean and maintain boxes during 

the winter before starting again next 

field season. 

Savernake NDMP scheme: 

Contact Mark Satinet, 

mark.satinet@o2.co.uk to book places 

and for details of meeting place. 

Meeting 10am on 18th October and 

15th November. 

North Wraxall NDMP scheme: 

Contact Kip D’Aucourt 

kip.daucourt@gmail.com to book 

places and for details of meeting 

place. Meeting 10am on 19th October 

and 16th November.  

In addition, dormouse boxes and tubes 

are being monitored at a number of 

other sites in the county by WMG 

members, including Heytesbury Wood 

MOD and Long Centerparcs (Warminster), 

West Wood (Marlborough) and Webbs 

Wood (Brinkworth) soon as well. Details and 

requests for helpers will be circulated for 

these prior to each survey event. 

 

 



Future Events 

Otters - Food for Thought 

 

Thursday 20th November 2014  7.00pm, 

Lackham College, Chippenham. 

An exploration into the field signs and 

ecology of otters, looking at what is fact and 

what is fiction. Discussing the role of 

carnivores in our ecosystems and what 

would happen if we lost them.  

   

Dr Gareth Parry is Head of Community 

Programmes at Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust 

and UK lead for the IUCN Otter Specialist 

Group, who has been undertaking and 

publishing research on otters for over 10 

years. He is an active member of the 

Ecology Research Team at Swansea 

University and also works with the Cardiff 

University Otter project. Gareth also teaches 

terrestrial mammal ecology for Manchester 

Metropolitan University's Biological Recording 

course and the Field Studies Council.   

Book now to avoid disappointment! To book 

email wiltshiremammalgroup@hotmail.co.uk 

Cost £3 on the night, tea, coffee and biscuits 

provided. Directions; Please see 

http://www.wiltshire.ac.uk/lackham/contact

s_lackham.asp . Lackham College is situated 

to the south of Chippenham immediately off 

the A350; it is clearly signposted. 

Owl Pellet Analysis Workshop 

Sunday 25th January 2015, Lackham College 

This will include training in owl pellet analysis 

to enable identification of prey species using 

binocular microscopes. All equipment will be 

provided on the course.  

The day will start at 10am and training will run 

for 2 - 2.5 hours.  

The tutor, Paul Wexler, is a lecturer at 

Lackham College as well as being an owl 

pellet analyser for the Mammal Society in the 

South West of England. 

Further information will be provided closer to 

the time. To book your place, please email 

wiltshiremammalgroup@hotmail.co.uk. 

Places will be limited by laboratory space. 

With thanks to Lackham College for 

supporting this project once again. 

Committee contacts 
Committee chair , Gareth Harris 

gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

Mammal Society Liaison & Hedgehog Project , Catherine Hosie 

cvf.hosie@gmail.com 

Group Secretary, Tim Kaye 

timdankaye@hotmail.com 

WSBRC, Purgle Linham 

purgle@wiltshirewildlife.org 

County Mammal Recorder , Mark Satinet 

mark.satinet@o2.co.uk 

Membership Secretary, Lisa Wade 

lisa.wade@talk21.com 

Owl Pellet Project, Paul Wexler 

paul.wexler@wiltshire.ac.uk 

Wiltshire Mammal Group (general enquiries) 

wiltshiremammalgroup@hotmail.co.uk 


